Ethnic Studies/Anthropology 486
Peoples of Hawaii’i

WHAT’S IN YOUR MIXED PLATE??

Meet your **Contemporary Ethical Issues** Focus Requirement
Meet your **DS (Diversification-Social Sciences)** General Ed Requirement

University of Hawai’i at Manoa, Summer Session I, May 27-July 3
Monday-Friday, 10:30 to 11:45am, Kuykendall 310
Taught by: Laurel Mei Turbin, email: LaurelMei@gmail.com

**COURSE DESCRIPTION**
What is it that holds together and divides the people of Hawaii’i? In exploring this question, we will focus on two concepts. First, we will look at how racial inequality in Hawaii’i shapes our identities and structures everyday lives. Second, we will uncover how the nation-state influences questions of belonging, peoplehood, and land. We will read Frantz Fanon alongside other contemporary theorists of race, nationalism, colonialism, and state violence. We will also learn about ongoing efforts for social justice in Hawaii’i. Classes will emphasize group discussion, guest speakers, and films to advance our collective learning.